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Abstract
In this paper, we use the block orthogonal matching pursuit (BOMP) algorithm to recover block
sparse signals x from measurements y = Ax + v, where v is an ℓ2-bounded noise vector (i.e.,
‖v‖2 ≤ ǫ for some constant ǫ). We investigate some sufficient conditions based on the block
restricted isometry property (block-RIP) for exact (when v = 0) and stable (when v , 0) recovery
of block sparse signals x. First, on the one hand, we show that if A satisfies the block-RIP with
δK+1 < 1/
√
K + 1, then every block K-sparse signal x can be exactly or stably recovered by BOMP
in K iterations. On the other hand, we show that, for any K ≥ 1 and 1/
√
K + 1 ≤ δ < 1, there
exists a matrix A satisfying the block-RIP with δK+1 = δ and a block K-sparse signal x such
that BOMP may fail to recover x in K iterations. Then, we study some sufficient conditions for
recovering block α-strongly-decaying K-sparse signals. We show that if A satisfies the block-RIP
with δK+1 <
√
2/2, then every α-strongly-decaying block K-sparse signal can be exactly or stably
recovered by BOMP in K iterations under some conditions on α. Our newly found sufficient
condition on the block-RIP of A is less restrictive than that for ℓ1 minimization for this special
class of sparse signals. Furthermore, for any K ≥ 1, α > 1 and
√
2/2 ≤ δ < 1, the recovery of x
may fail in K iterations for a sensing matrix A which satisfies the block-RIP with δK+1 = δ. Finally,
we study some sufficient conditions for partial recovery of block sparse signals. Specifically, if A
satisfies the block-RIP with δK+1 <
√
2/2, then BOMP is guaranteed to recover some blocks of x
if these blocks satisfy a sufficient condition. We further show that this condition is also sharp.
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pursuit, block sparse signals, α-strongly-decaying.
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1. Introduction
In many applications, such as computer vision, image reconstruction and blind sources sepa-
ration (see, e.g., [9, 21, 14, 37, 25, 63, 33]), we need to recover a K-sparse signal x ∈ Rn (i.e., x
has at most K nonzero entries) from the following linear model
y = Ax + v, (1.1)
where y ∈ Rm is an observation signal, A ∈ Rm×n (m ≪ n) is a known sensing matrix, and v ∈ Rm
is an ℓ2-bounded noise vector [34, 23, 7, 59] (i.e., ‖v‖2 ≤ ǫ for some constant ǫ). In addition to
the ℓ2-bounded noise, there are some other types of noises, such as the Gaussian noise [10] (i.e.,
v ∼ N(0, σ2I)) and the ℓ∞-bounded noise [5] (i.e., ‖Av‖∞ ≤ ǫ for some constant ǫ). In this paper,
we focus only on the ℓ2-bounded noise as our results can be easily extended to the other two types
of noises (see, e.g., [5], [60]).
A natural method of recovering x in (1.1) is to solve the following ℓ0-minimization problem:
min ‖x‖0 : subject to ‖y − Ax‖2 ≤ ǫ. (1.2)
However, (1.2) is an NP-hard problem [1]. Fortunately, as demonstrated in the pioneering work
[9] [22], under certain conditions, one can efficiently solve the following ℓ1-minimization problem,
instead of solving (2), to stably reconstruct x:
min ‖x‖1 : subject to ‖y − Ax‖2 ≤ ǫ. (1.3)
To analyze the recovery performance of sparse recovery algorithms, a commonly used concept
is the so-called restricted isometry property (RIP) [9]. For a sensing matrix A ∈ Rm×n and for
any integer 1 ≤ K ≤ n, the K-restricted isometry constant (RIC) δK ∈ (0, 1) of A is the smallest
constant such that
(1 − δK)‖x‖22 ≤ ‖Ax‖22 ≤ (1 + δK)‖x‖22 (1.4)
for all K-sparse signals x. Another commonly used concept is the mutual coherence [24] which is
defined as
µ = max
i, j
|A⊤i A j|
‖Ai‖2‖A j‖2
, (1.5)
where Ai (1 ≤ i ≤ n) is the i-th column of A.
There have been a variety of sufficient conditions for exactly (when ‖v‖2 = 0) or stably re-
covering K-sparse signals x (when ‖v‖2 , 0) by solving (1.3). For example, δ2K <
√
2 − 1 [7],
δ2K < 0.4531 [32], δ2K < 0.4652 [30] and δ2K <
√
2/2 [6]. Moreover, it was shown in [6] and [19]
that the exact recovery of x may not be possible if δ2K ≥
√
2/2 which implies that δ2K <
√
2/2 [6]
is a sharp sufficient condition for stably recovering K-sparse signals x via solving (1.3).
In addition to the ℓ1 minimization approach (1.3), the orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP)
algorithm [52] is another widely-used algorithm to solve (1.2) due to its efficiency in computation.
Generally speaking, solving (1.2) by the OMP algorithm is faster than solving (1.3) by the interior
point method or simplex method or their variants. Thus, the OMP algorithm has attracted much
attention. There are many sufficient conditions for exactly or stably recovering x by using the
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OMP algorithm, see, e.g., [18, 41, 47, 56, 11]. Recently, it was shown in [60] [46] that if δK+1 <
1/
√
K + 1, the exact recovery of K-sparse signals x can be guaranteed by using the OMP algorithm
in K iterations. Some necessary conditions on the recovery capability of the OMP algorithm can
be found in [47] [56]. In particular, it was shown in [61] that if δK+1 ≥ 1/
√
K + 1, the OMP
algorithm may fail to recover a K-sparse signal x in K iterations.
It is easy to see that the sharp sufficient condition δK+1 < 1/
√
K + 1 for the OMP algorithm
is much stronger than the condition δ2K <
√
2/2 for (1.3). This leads to at least two interesting
directions of research. One is to use more than K iterations in the OMP algorithm to recover a
sparse signal and find a sufficient condition on δc(K+1) (for some constant c) to ensure the exact
recovery as discussed in [66, 42, 31, 43, 15, 57]. These results can be described as follows. When
δc(K+1) < δ
∗ < 1 for some constant δ∗, any K-sparse signal can be exactly or stably recovered in
cK iterations by the OMP algorithm. For example, in [66], δ∗ = 1/3 with c = 30. As explained
in [15], c is dependent on δ∗. When δ∗ < 1 is bigger, so is c. When c > 1 is very large, the
computational advantage of the OMP will lose. Another interesting direction is to characterize a
class of K-sparse signals which can be exactly or stably recovered by the OMP algorithm in K
iterations when δK+1 <
√
2/2 in order to maintain the computational advantage. It was shown in
[18] that δK+1 < 1/3 is a sufficient condition for recovering α-strongly-decaying K-sparse signals
(see below for the definition of α-strongly-decaying K-sparse signal) by using the OMP algorithm
in K iterations under some conditions on α in noise-free case. This condition was extended to
noise-corrupted models in [20]. Recently, Xu showed in [65] that under some conditions on α,
δK+1 <
√
2 − 1 is a sufficient condition. Recently, Herzet et al. showed [38] that under other
sufficient condition on α, the mutual coherence µ < 1/K is a sharp condition to recover α-strongly-
decaying signals.
Signals with decaying property are frequently encountered in practical applications, such as in
speech communication [36] and audio source separation [54]. Without loss of generality, let us
assume that all the entries of a K-sparse signal x are ordered as
|x1| ≥ |x2| ≥ . . . ≥ |xK | ≥ 0
and |x j| = 0 for K + 1 ≤ j ≤ n. Then, a K-sparse signal x is called an α-strongly-decaying signal
[18] (α > 1) if
|xi| ≥ α|xi+1|, 1 ≤ i ≤ K − 1.
Thus, two questions are naturally raised: (1) what is the RIC based sharp condition of exactly
or stably recovery of α-strongly-decaying K-sparse signals by using the OMP algorithm in K
iterations under some conditions on α? (2) Is the condition on α sharp? We shall answer these two
questions by Theorems 3 and 4, and Corollary 4 in Section 3 of this paper.
In this paper, we focus on a generalized version of OMP, the Block OMP (BOMP) algorithm,
which was independently proposed in [27] and [50], respectively. The main reason that we focus
on the BOMP algorithm is that it has better reconstruction properties than the standard OMP
algorithm as shown in [27]. Moreover, recovering block-sparse signals are frequently encountered,
such as recovering signals that lie in unions of subspaces [4, 28, 26, 35], reconstructing multiband
signals [44, 45], face recognition [64], recovering multiple measurement vectors [16, 12, 53, 40]
and clustering of data multiple subspaces [29].
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To define block-sparsity, x is viewed as a concatenation of blocks. Similar to [27], we assume
x consists of L blocks each having identical length of d (i.e., n = Ld). Then, x can be expressed as
x = [x⊤[1], x⊤[2], . . . , x⊤[L]]⊤,
where
x[i] = [xd(i−1)+1, xd(i−1)+2, . . . , xdi]
⊤, 1 ≤ i ≤ L.
A signal x ∈ Rn is called block K-sparse if at most K blocks x[i], i = 1, · · · ,K, are not zero vectors
[27]. Mathematically, a signal x is block K-sparse if and only if
L∑
i=1
I(‖x[i]‖2 > 0) ≤ K,
where I(·) is the indicator function (i.e., it takes the value of 0 when its argument is zero and 1
otherwise). When the block size is 1, block-sparsity reduces to the conventional sparsity as defined
in [8, 21]. In the rest of the paper, the conventional sparsity will be simply called sparsity, in
contrast to block-sparsity. Similarly, a sensing matrix A can also be represented as a concatenation
of column blocks, i.e.,
A = [A[1], A[2], . . . , A[L]],
where
A[i] = [Ad(i−1)+1, Ad(i−1)+2, . . . , Adi], 1 ≤ i ≤ L.
For any ordered set S ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , L} with ascending entries, let A[S ] denote the submatrix
of A that contains only the blocks indexed by S and x[S ] denote the subvector of x that contains
only the blocks indexed by S . For instance, if S = {1, 3, 4}, we have A[S ] = [A[1], A[3], A[4]]
and x[S ] = [x⊤[1], x⊤[3], x⊤[4]]⊤. Then, the BOMP algorithm can be formally described below
in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 The BOMP algorithm ([27], [50])
Input: measurements y, sensing matrix A, sparsity K and the number of blocks L.
Initialize: k = 0, r0 = y, S 0 = ∅.
Iterate the five steps below until the stopping criterion is met.
1: k = k + 1,
2: sk = arg max
1≤i≤L
‖A[i]⊤rk−1‖2,
3: S k = S k−1
⋃{sk},
4: xˆ[S k] = argmin ‖y − A[S k]x‖2,
5: rk = y − A[S k]xˆ[S k].
Output: xˆ = arg min
x:supp(x)⊂S K
‖y − Ax‖2.
To analyze the performance of algorithms for block sparse signals, the classic RIP was ex-
tended to the block-RIP in [28]. Specifically, A is said to satisfy the block-RIP with parameter
δBK ∈ (0, 1) if
(1 − δBK)‖x‖22 ≤ ‖Ax‖22 ≤ (1 + δBK)‖x‖22 (1.6)
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for all block K sparse signals x, where the smallest constant δBK is called as the block-RIC of A.
For convenience, we simply denote δBK by δK in the rest of this paper. It is worth mentioning
that if the entries of A independently and identically follow the Gaussian distributionN(0, 1/n) or
the Bernoulli distribution namely ai j = ±1/
√
n with equal probability, then it is of overwhelming
probability that A satisfies the block-RIP for certain m and n, which respectively denote the row
and column numbers of A (see [28, Proposition 3] and the second paragraph above [28, Corollary
3]).
Similarly, we assume the block entries of x ∈ Rn are ordered as
‖x[1]‖2 ≥ ‖x[2]‖2 ≥ . . . ≥ ‖x[K]‖2 ≥ 0 (1.7)
with ‖x[ j]‖2 = 0 for K < j ≤ L. In the following, we define the block α-strongly-decaying
K-sparse signals, which is an extension of the α-strongly-decaying K-sparse explained above.
Definition 1. Let α > 1, then a block K-sparse signal x ∈ Rn is called a block α-strongly-decaying
K-sparse signal if
‖x[ j]‖2 ≥ α‖x[ j + 1]‖2, 1 ≤ j ≤ K − 1. (1.8)
With the above explanation of the concepts and notations, we now summarize the main contri-
butions of this paper as follows.
• If A satisfies the block-RIP with δK+1 < 1/
√
K + 1, then every block K-sparse signal can be
exactly or stably recovered by the BOMP algorithm in K iterations, see Corollaries 1 and
2. Moreover, for any K ≥ 1 and 1/
√
K + 1 ≤ δ < 1, we show that there exist a matrix A
satisfying the block-RIP with δK+1 = δ and a block K-sparse signal x such that the BOMP
may fail to recover x in K iterations, see Theorem 2. These results extend the existing results
in [46, 60, 61] from d = 1 to any d ≥ 1 in a non-trivial way.
• If A satisfies the block-RIP with δK+1 <
√
2/2, then under some sufficient conditions on
α, every block α-strongly-decaying K-sparse signal can be exactly or stably recovered by
the BOMP Algorithm in K iterations, see Theorems 3 and Corollary 3. In addition, for any
K ≥ 1, α > 1 and
√
2/2 ≤ δ < 1, we show that there exist a matrix A satisfying the block-
RIP with δK+1 = δ and an α -strongly-decaying block K-sparse signal x such that the BOMP
Algorithm may fail to recover x in K iterations, see Theorem 4. Furthermore, the condition
on α is also shown to be tight, see Corollary 4. Obviously, when the block size is 1, then the
result for BOMP reduces to that for the standard OMP. Thus, it improves the result in [18]
from δK+1 < 1/3 (for OMP) to δK+1 ≤
√
2/2 (for BOMP).
• Finally, we study partial recovery of block K-sparse signals. We show that if A satisfies the
block-RIP with δK+1 <
√
2/2 and ‖x[ j]‖2/‖x[ j+ 1]‖2, 1 ≤ j ≤ i satisfy a sufficient condition
for some 1 ≤ i ≤ K (note that if i = L, this class of block K-sparse signals are block
α-strongly-decaying K-sparse signals for certain α), then the BOMP algorithm chooses an
index such that the corresponding subvector of x is a nonzero vector in each of the first i
iterations, see Theorem 5 and Corollary 5. Moreover, we show that this condition is tight,
see Corollary 6. To the best of our knowledge, partial recovery of sparse signals with BOMP
was not reported before.
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As far as we know, there is not any reference which studies the recovery of α-strongly-
decaying sparse vectors by solving the ℓ1-minimization problem (1.3). Thus, so far, the only
known sharp sufficient condition for recovering α-strongly-decaying sparse vectors by solving the
ℓ1-minimization problem (1.3) is still δ2K <
√
2/2. Thus, our sufficient condition δK+1 <
√
2/2 for
using the BOMP algorithm to recover α-strongly-decaying sparse vectors is less restrictive. Also,
using the BOMP algorithm, the recovery is done in K iterations which shows its efficiency.
It was shown in [38] that under a sufficient condition on α, µ < 1/K is a sharp condition for
recovering α-strongly-decaying sparse vectors with OMP in K iterations. The condition requires
m ≥ O(K2 log n) observations (as pointed out in [38], this can be seen by invoking the Welch
bound µ ≥
√
n−m
m(n−1) [33, Theorem 5.7]). Our sharp condition is δK+1 <
√
2/2 and only requires m ≥
O(K log(n/K)) (see [3, Theorem 5.2] or [42, equation (1.3)]), and hence much less observations
are needed. These further show the effectiveness of the BOMP algorithm. It is worth mentioning
that although finding the mutual coherence of a given m × n matrix can be achieved in polynomial
time of n according to its definition, it is an NP-hard problem to find the RIC of a given matrix [2]
[51].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we define some notations and give
some useful lemmas that will be needed to prove our main results. We present our main results in
Section 3 and prove them in Section 4. Finally, we summarize this paper and present some future
research problems in Section 5.
2. Preliminaries
In this section, we first introduce some notations which will be used in the rest of this paper.
Notations: Let R be the real field. Boldface lowercase letters denote column vectors, and
boldface uppercase letters denote matrices, e.g., x ∈ Rn and A ∈ Rm×n. For a vector x, xi denotes
the i-th entry of x. Let ek denote the k-th column of an identity matrix I and 0 denote a zero matrix
or a zero vector. Let Ω be the set of all the indexes i such that x[i] are not zero vectors for block
K-sparse signals x, then |Ω| ≤ K, where |Ω| is the cardinality of Ω. Let Ω \ S = {k|k ∈ Ω, k < S }
for set S . Let Ωc and S c be the complement of Ω and S , i.e., Ωc = {1, 2, . . . , L} \ Ω, and S c =
{1, 2, . . . , L} \ S . Let A[S ] be the submatrix of A that contains only the blocks of columns indexed
by S , and x[S ] be the subvector of x that contains only the blocks indexed by S , and A⊤[S ] be the
transpose of A[S ]. For any full column rank matrix A[S ], let P[S ] = A[S ](A⊤[S ]A[S ])−1A⊤[S ]
and P⊥[S ] = I − P[S ] denote the projector and orthogonal complement projector on the column
space of A[S ], respectively.
Next we introduce the ℓ2/ℓp-norm for block vectors and some useful lemmas.
2.1. ℓ2/ℓp-norm
Like in [27] and [40], for x ∈ Rn, we define a general mixed ℓ2/ℓp-norm (where p = 1, 2,∞)
as
‖x‖2,p = ‖w‖p, (2.1)
where w ∈ RL with wℓ = ‖x[ℓ]‖2 for 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ L. Note that ‖x‖2,2 = ‖x‖2. Thus, we use ‖x‖2
instead of ‖x‖2,2 for short. Moreover, if the block size d is equal to 1, for p = 1, 2,∞, we have
‖x‖2,p = ‖x‖p.
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2.2. Some Useful Lemmas
We can easily get the following lemmas by extending [17, Lemma 1], [48, Proposition 3.1]
and [49, Lemma 1] for d = 1 to general d (note that d is the length of the blocks).
Lemma 1. If A satisfies the block-RIP of orders K1 and K2 with K1 < K2, then δK1 ≤ δK2 .
Lemma 2. Let A satisfy the block-RIP of order K and S be a set with |S | ≤ K. Then for any
x ∈ Rm,
‖A⊤[S ]x‖22 ≤ (1 + δK)‖x‖22.
Lemma 3. Let sets S 1, S 2 satisfy |S 2\S 1| ≥ 1 and matrix A satisfy the block-RIP of order |S 1∪S 2|.
Then for any vector x ∈ R|S 2\S 1 |×d,
(1 − δ|S 1∪S 2 |)‖x‖22 ≤ ‖P⊥[S 1]A[S 2 \ S 1]x‖22 ≤ (1 + δ|S 1∪S 2 |)‖x‖22.
3. Main Results
3.1. An All-Purpose Sufficient Condition
In this subsection, we give an all-purpose sufficient condition for the recovery of block K-
sparse signals with the BOMP algorithm. We start with the following useful lemma.
Lemma 4. Let A in (1.1) satisfy the block-RIP of order K + 1 and S be a proper subset of Ω , ∅.
If x in (1.1) satisfies
‖x[Ω \ S ]‖22,1 ≤ ν‖x[Ω \ S ]‖22 (3.1)
for some ν ≥ 1, then
‖A⊤[Ω \ S ]‖2,∞ − ‖A⊤[Ωc]q[S ]‖2,∞ ≥
(1 −
√
ν + 1δ|Ω|+1)‖x[Ω \ S ]‖2√
ν
, (3.2)
where
q[S ] = P⊥[S ]A[Ω \ S ]x[Ω \ S ]. (3.3)
Proof. See Section 4.1.
By using Lemma 4, we can prove the following all-purpose sufficient condition for the stable
recovery of block K-sparse signals with the BOMP algorithm.
Theorem 1. Let f (t) be a nondecreasing function of t > 0 with 0 < f (t) ≤ t. Suppose that block
K-sparse x satisfies
‖x[Ω \ S ]‖22,1 ≤ f (|Ω \ S |)‖x[Ω \ S ]‖22 (3.4)
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for any S which is a proper subset of Ω , ∅. Suppose that v satisfies ‖v‖2 ≤ ǫ and A satisfies the
block-RIP of order K + 1 with
δK+1 <
1√
f (K) + 1
. (3.5)
Then, the BOMP algorithm with the stopping criterion ‖rk‖ ≤ ǫ exactly recovers Ω in K iterations
provided that
min
i∈Ω
‖x[i]‖2 >
2ǫ
1 −
√
f (K) + 1δK+1
. (3.6)
Moreover, the recovery error is bounded by
‖x − xˆ‖2 ≤ ǫ, (3.7)
where xˆ is the block K-sparse signal returned by the BOMP algorithm.
Proof. See Section 4.2.
Remark 1. By (2.1) and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, it is easy to see that (3.4) always holds
if f (t) = t. So it is not necessary to consider the case that f (t) > t and this is the reason why we
assume f (t) ≤ t.
3.2. Recovery of General Block Sparse Signals
In this subsection, we study the recovery of general block sparse signals. On the one hand, we
will show that if A satisfies the block-RIP of order K + 1 with δK+1 < 1/
√
K + 1, then the BOMP
Algorithm exactly or stably (under some conditions on mini∈Ω ‖x[i]‖2) recovers block K-sparse
signals x in K iterations. On the other hand, we will show that if δK+1 ≥ 1/
√
K + 1, then the
BOMP algorithm may fail to recover a block K-sparse signal x in K iterations.
By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and (2.1), it is easy to see that (3.4) holds if f (t) = t.
Consequently, by Theorem 1, we can immediately obtain the following result which provides a
sufficient condition for the exact support recovery of block K-sparse signal x with BOMP in K
iterations in noisy case.
Corollary 1. Suppose that v in (1.1) satisfies ‖v‖2 ≤ ǫ, and A in (1.1) satisfies the block-RIP of
order K + 1 with
δK+1 <
1√
K + 1
. (3.8)
Then the BOMP algorithm with the stopping criterion ‖rk‖ ≤ ǫ exactly recovers Ω in K iterations
provided that
min
i∈Ω
‖x[i]‖2 >
2ǫ
1 −
√
K + 1δK+1
.
Moreover, the recovery error can be bounded by (3.7).
From Corollary 1, we can immediately obtain the following sufficient condition for the exact
recovery of block K-sparse signals with BOMP in K iterations in noise-free case.
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Corollary 2. Suppose that A in (1.1) satisfies the block-RIP of order K + 1 with (3.8). Then, the
BOMP algorithm exactly recovers block K-sparse signals x in K iterations when v = 0.
When the block size d = 1, the block-RIP reduces to the classic RIP and the BOMP algorithm
reduces to the OMP algorithm. Then Corollary 1 and Corollary 2 are [60, Theorem 1] and [46,
Theorem III.1], respectively.
In the following, we give a necessary condition in terms of the RIC for the exact recovery of
K-block sparse signals with the BOMP algorithm.
Theorem 2. For any given positive integers d,K ≥ 1 and any
1√
K + 1
≤ δ < 1, (3.9)
there always exist a block K-sparse signal x and a matrix A satisfying the block-RIP of order K+1
with δK+1 = δ such that the BOMP algorithm may fail to recover x in K iterations.
Proof. See Section 4.3.
When the block size d = 1, Theorem 2 reduces to [61, Theorem 1]. Moreover, from Corollary
2 and Theorem 2, we can see that (3.8) is a sharp sufficient condition for recovering block K-sparse
signals by the BOMP algorithm in K iterations.
Remark 2. Note that the sharp sufficient condition (3.8) has been independently obtained in [13]
(see [13, Theorems 3.3, 3.4, 3.5]) which studies the recovery of block K-sparse signals with block
orthogonal multi-matching pursuit, an improvement of BOMP.
3.3. Recovery of Strongly-Decaying Block Sparse Signals
In this subsection, we will show that if A satisfies the block-RIP of order K + 1 with δK+1 <√
2/2, then the BOMP algorithm exactly or stably (under some constraints on mini∈Ω ‖x[i]‖2) re-
covers all block α-strongly-decaying K-sparse signals in K iterations if α is larger than a value
related to δK+1 and K. Furthermore, we will show that if δK+1 ≥
√
2/2, the BOMP algorithm may
fail to recover a block α-strongly-decaying K-sparse signal x in K iterations, regardless how large
is α. We will also show that the condition on α is sharp.
We first introduce the following lemma.
Lemma 5. For each 1 ≤ i ≤ K, let
gi(t) =
(ti − 1)(t + 1)
(ti + 1)(t − 1) , t > 1. (3.10)
Then
1 = g1(t) < g2(t) < . . . < gK(t). (3.11)
Moreover, gi(t) is strictly decreasing with t and 1 < gi(t) < i for 2 < i ≤ K.
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Proof. See Section 4.4.
By Lemma 5, for 1 < s < K, gK(t) = s has a unique solution ts. To simplify the notation, we
define
g−1K (s) =

ts, 1 < s < K
1, s ≥ K . (3.12)
Note that g−1
K
(s) can be easily computed, for example, using Newton’s method.
By (3.12) and Theorem 1, we can obtain the following result which provides a sufficient con-
dition for the exact support recovery of block α-strongly-decaying K-sparse signals with BOMP
in K iterations in the noisy case.
Theorem 3. Suppose that v in (1.1) satisfies ‖v‖2 ≤ ǫ, and A in (1.1) satisfies the block-RIP of
order K + 1 with
δK+1 <
√
2
2
. (3.13)
If x is a block α-strongly-decaying K-sparse signal with α satisfying
α > g−1K (δ
−2
K+1 − 1). (3.14)
Then BOMP with the stopping criterion ‖rk‖ ≤ ǫ exactly recovers Ω in K iterations provided that
min
i∈Ω
‖x[i]‖2 >
2ǫ
1 −
√
1 +min{s−2 − 1,K}δK+1
,
where s satisfies
δK+1 < s <
√
2
2
, g−1K (δ
−2
K+1 − 1) < g−1K (s−2 − 1) ≤ α. (3.15)
Moreover, the recovery error can be bounded by (3.7).
Proof. See Section 4.5.
By Theorem 3, one can easily obtain the following result which provides a sufficient condition
for the exact recovery of block α-strongly-decaying K-sparse signals with BOMP in K iterations
in the noise-free case.
Corollary 3. Suppose that A in (1.1) satisfies the block-RIP of order K + 1 with (3.13), and x
is a block α-strongly-decaying K-sparse signal with (3.14). Then the BOMP algorithm exactly
recovers x in K iterations when v = 0.
Remark 3. By (3.12), g−1K (δ
−2
K+1−1) is well defined for δK+1 <
√
2/2. By Lemma 5, gK(t) is strictly
decreasing with t, so g−1K (s) is strictly decreasing with s. Therefore, for each α > g
−1
K (δ
−2
K+1
− 1),
there exists s such that (3.15) holds.
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It was shown in [18, Theorem 4.1] that if A in (1.1) satisfies the RIP of order K + 1 with
δK+1 < 1/3, and x is an α-strongly-decaying K-sparse signal with
α >
1 + 2 δK+1
1−δK+1
√
K − 1
1 − 2 δK+1
1−δK+1
. (3.16)
Then, the OMP algorithm exactly recovers x in K iterations when v = 0.
If the block size d = 1, then the sufficient condition given by Theorem 3 is a condition for
recovering α-strongly-decaying K-sparse signals by using the OMP algorithm. By (3.13), our
condition on δK+1 is much weaker than that given in [18, Theorem 4.1]. Moreover, our condition
on α is also less restrictive than that given in [18, Theorem 4.1]. In the following, we show it. By
(3.14) and (3.16), it is equivalent to show that
1 + 2 δK+1
1−δK+1
√
K − 1
1 − 2 δK+1
1−δK+1
> g−1K (δ
−2
K+1 − 1)
which is equivalent to
1 − δK+1 + 2δK+1
√
K − 1
1 − 3δK+1
> g−1K (δ
−2
K+1 − 1).
By the previous analysis, g−1K (s) is decreasing with s. Thus, we only need to show
gK
1 − δK+1 + 2δK+1
√
K − 1
1 − 3δK+1
 < δ−2K+1 − 1.
By (3.10), the inequality above holds if
1−δK+1+2δK+1
√
K−1
1−3δK+1 + 1
1−δK+1+2δK+1
√
K−1
1−3δK+1 − 1
< δ−2K+1 − 1,
i.e.,
1 − 2δK+1 + δK+1
√
K − 1
δK+1(1 +
√
K − 1)
<
1 − δ2
K+1
δ2
K+1
.
To show the aforementioned inequality, it is equivalently to show
2δ2K+1
√
K − 1 < (1 + δ2K+1 − δK+1) +
√
K − 1.
It is clear to see that the above inequality holds when δK+1 <
√
2/2. Thus, our sufficient condition
given by Theorem 3 is less restrictive than [18, Theorem 4.1] in terms of both δK+1 and α.
In the following, we give two necessary conditions in terms of the RIC and α for the exact
recovery of block α-strongly-decaying K-sparse signals by using the BOMP algorithm.
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Theorem 4. For any given positive integers d,K ≥ 1, any given α > 1 and any
√
2
2
≤ δ < 1, (3.17)
there always exist a block α-strongly-decaying K-sparse signal x and a matrix A satisfying the
block-RIP of order K + 1 with δK+1 = δ such that the BOMP algorithm may fail to recover x in K
iterations.
Proof. See Section 4.6.
Let
δK+1 =
1√
K + 1
.
By (3.12), we have
g−1K (δ
−2
K+1 − 1) = g−1K (K) = 1.
By Definition 1, α > 1, thus we cannot set α = g−1K (δ
−2
K+1 − 1) for all δK+1 satisfying (3.13). Hence,
we have the following result.
Corollary 4. For any given positive integers d,K ≥ 1, there always exist a matrix A which satis-
fies the block-RIP of order K + 1 with δK+1 satisfying (3.13) such that
α = g−1K (δ
−2
K+1 − 1) = 1,
where gK(t) is defined in (3.10).
From Theorems 3, 4 and Corollary 4, we can see that (3.13) is a sharp sufficient condition for
recovering block α-strongly-decaying K-sparse signals x by the BOMP algorithm in K iterations.
3.4. Partial Recovery of Block Sparse Signals
In this subsection, we will show that if A satisfies the block-RIP of order K + 1 with δK+1 <√
2/2 and ‖x[ j]‖2/‖x[ j + 1]‖2, 1 ≤ j ≤ i satisfy some conditions for some 1 ≤ i ≤ K, then the
BOMP algorithm is able to choose an index inΩ in each of the first i iterations. Moreover, we will
show that this condition is sharp.
Before presenting our sufficient conditions, we introduce the following lemma.
Lemma 6. For each 1 ≤ i ≤ K − 1, let
hˆi(t) =
(t + i)2
t2 + i
, t ≥ 1. (3.18)
Then, hˆi is strictly decreasing with t, and 1 < hˆi(t) ≤ 1 + i.
Moreover, for 1 < s ≤ 1 + i, hˆi(t) = s if and only if t = hi(s), where for 1 ≤ i ≤ K − 1,
hi(s) =
i +
√
i2s + (s − s2)i
s − 1 , 1 < s ≤ 1 + i. (3.19)
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Note that for each 1 ≤ i ≤ K − 1 and 1 < s ≤ 1+ i, we have i2s+ (s− s2)i = is[(i+ 1)− s] ≥ 0.
Thus, (3.19) is well-defined.
Proof. By some simple calculations and the assumption that t ≥ 1, we have
hˆi(t)
′
=
2(t + i)(1 − t)i
(t2 + i)2
≤ 0.
Moreover, hˆi(t)
′
= 0 if and only if t = 1. Thus, hˆi is strictly decreasing with t. It is easy to see that
hˆi(1) = 1 + i, lim
t→+∞
hˆi(t) = 1.
Thus, 1 < hˆi(t) ≤ 1 + i. For 1 < s ≤ 1 + i, it is straightforward to solve the quadratic equation
hˆ(t) = s which yields (3.19). 
By (3.19) and Theorem 1, we can obtain the following sufficient condition for partial support
recovery of block K-sparse signals with the BOMP algorithm in the noisy case.
Theorem 5. Suppose that in (1.1), A satisfies the block-RIP of order K + 1 with δK+1 satisfying
(3.13) and v satisfies ‖v‖2 ≤ ǫ. If the block K-sparse x in (1.1) satisfies
‖x[ j]‖2 > hK− j(δ−2K+1 − 1)‖x[ j + 1]‖2, 1 ≤ j ≤ i. (3.20)
Then the BOMP algorithm choose an index in Ω in each of the first i iterations provided that
min
i∈Ω
‖x[i]‖2 >
2ǫ
1 −
√
1 +min{s−2 − 1,K}δK+1
,
where s satisfies δK+1 < s <
√
2
2
and
hK−1(δ
−2
K+1 − 1) < hK−1(s−2 − 1) ≤ min
1≤ j≤i
‖x[ j]‖2
‖x[ j + 1]‖2
. (3.21)
Proof. See Section 4.7.
By Theorem 5, we can get the following consequence which provides a sufficient condition for
the partial recovery of block K-sparse signals with the BOMP algorithm in the noise-free case.
Corollary 5. Suppose that A in (1.1) satisfies the block-RIP of order K + 1 with δK+1 satisfying
(3.13). If the block K-sparse x in (1.1) satisfies (3.20). Then, the BOMP algorithm choose an
index in Ω in each of the first i iterations when v = 0.
Remark 4. By Lemma 6, hˆ1(t) is strictly decreasing with t, so h1(s) is strictly decreasing with s.
Therefore, by (3.20), there exists an s such that (3.21) holds.
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In the following, we give a necessary condition for partial recovery of block K-sparse signals
by using the BOMP algorithm. Let
δK+1 =
1√
K + 1
.
By (3.19), we have
hK−1(δ
−2
K+1 − 1) = hK−1(K) = 1.
Thus, from the proof of Theorem 2, we can easily get the following result.
Corollary 6. For any given positive integers d,K ≥ 1, there always exist a matrix A satisfying the
block-RIP of order K + 1 with δK+1 satisfying (3.13), and a block K-sparse signal with
‖x[1]‖2 = hK−1(δ−2K+1 − 1)‖x[2]‖2 (3.22)
such that the BOMP algorithm may fail to choose an index in the support Ω in the first iteration.
From Corollaries 5 and 6, and Theorem 5, we can see that Corollary 5 gives a sharp sufficient
condition for partial recovery of block K-sparse signals x with the BOMP algorithm in K iterations.
4. Proofs
In this section, we mainly prove the main results given in Section 3. We devote each subsection
to one proof.
4.1. Proof of Lemma 4
The following proof follows a similar line as that for [60, Lemma 1], but with a key distinction.
Specifically, we introduce a well-chosen vector h (see (4.5)) to define the vector w (see (4.7))
which incorporates the particular feature of block sparse.
Proof. The proof consists of two steps, in the first step, we prove
√
ν‖x[Ω \ S ]‖2‖A⊤[Ω \ S ]q[S ]‖2,∞ ≥ ‖q[S ]‖22. (4.1)
In the second step, we show for each j ∈ Ωc,
‖q[S ]‖22−
√
ν‖x[Ω \ S ]‖2‖A⊤[ j]q[S ]‖2 ≥ (1 −
√
ν + 1δ|Ω|+1)‖x[Ω \ S ]‖22. (4.2)
We first show (4.1). It is easy to check that
√
ν‖x[Ω \ S ]‖2‖A⊤[Ω \ S ]q[S ]‖2,∞
(a)≥ ‖x[Ω \ S ]‖2,1‖A⊤[Ω \ S ]q[S ]‖2,∞
(b)
=
( ∑
ℓ∈Ω\S
‖x[ℓ]‖2
)‖A⊤[Ω \ S ]q[S ]‖2,∞ (c)≥ ∑
ℓ∈Ω\S
(‖x[ℓ]‖2‖A⊤[ℓ]q[S ]‖2)
(d)≥
∑
ℓ∈Ω\S
(|x⊤[ℓ]A⊤[ℓ]q[S ]|) ≥
∑
ℓ∈Ω\S
(x⊤[ℓ]A⊤[ℓ])q[S ] = (A[Ω \ S ]x[Ω \ S ])⊤q[s]
(e)
=(P⊥[S ]A[Ω \ S ]x[Ω \ S ])⊤(P⊥[S ]A[Ω \ S ]x[Ω \ S ]) = ‖P⊥[S ]A[Ω \ S ]x[Ω \ S ]‖22
( f )
= ‖q[S ]‖22,
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where (a) and (b) respectively follow from (3.1) and (2.1), (c) is because for each ℓ ∈ Ω \ S ,
‖A⊤[Ω \ S ]q[S ]‖2,∞ ≥ ‖A[ℓ]⊤q[S ]‖2,
(d) is from the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, and (e) and (f) are from (3.3) and the projection prop-
erty:
(P⊥[S ])⊤P⊥[S ] = P⊥[S ]P⊥[S ] = P⊥[S ]. (4.3)
Thus, (4.1) holds.
In the following, we prove (4.2). Let
µ = −
√
ν + 1 − 1√
ν
.
By a simple calculation, we have
2µ
1 − µ2 = −
√
ν,
1 + µ2
1 − µ2 =
√
ν + 1. (4.4)
To simplify notation, we define h ∈ Rd by
hi =
(A[ j])⊤
i
q[S ]
‖A⊤[ j]q[S ]‖2
, 1 ≤ i ≤ d. (4.5)
Then, it is easy to see that ‖h‖2 = 1 and
h⊤A⊤[ j]q[S ] = ‖A⊤[ j]q[S ]‖2. (4.6)
Furthermore, we define two vectors
u =
[
x[Ω \ S ]
0
]
∈ R(|Ω\S |+1)d,
w =
[
0
µ‖x[Ω \ S ]‖2h
]
∈ R(|Ω\S |+1)d . (4.7)
For given j ∈ Ωc, we let
B =P⊥[S ]
[
A[Ω \ S ] A[ j]
]
. (4.8)
Then
q[S ] = P⊥[S ]A[Ω \ S ]x[Ω \ S ] = Bu (4.9)
and
‖u + w‖22 = (1 + µ2)‖x[Ω \ S ]‖22, (4.10)
‖µ2u − w‖22 = µ2(1 + µ2)‖x[Ω \ S ]‖22. (4.11)
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Moreover, we have
w⊤B⊤Bu
(a)
=µ‖x[Ω \ S ]‖2h⊤A⊤[ j](P⊥[S ])⊤q[S ]
(b)
=µ‖x[Ω \ S ]‖2h⊤A⊤[ j]q[S ]
(c)
=µ‖x[Ω \ S ]‖2‖A⊤[ j]q[S ]‖2,
where (a) follows from (4.8) and (4.9), (b) is from (3.3) and (4.3), and (c) follows from (4.6).
Therefore,
‖B(u + w)‖22 − ‖B(µ2u − w)‖22
=(1 − µ4)‖Bu‖22 + 2(1 + µ2)w⊤B⊤Bu
=(1 − µ4)‖Bu‖22 + 2µ(1 + µ2)‖x[Ω \ S ]‖2‖A⊤[ j]q[S ]‖2
=(1 − µ4)(‖Bu‖22 +
2µ
1 − µ2 ‖x[Ω \ S ]‖2‖A
⊤[ j]q[S ]‖2)
=(1 − µ4)(‖Bu‖22 −
√
ν‖x[Ω \ S ]‖2‖A⊤[ j]q[S ]‖2), (4.12)
where the last equality follows from the first equality in (4.4).
On the other hand, using (4.8) and Lemma 3, we have
‖B(u + w)‖22 − ‖B(µ2u − w)‖22
(a)≥(1 − δ|Ω|+1)‖(u + w)‖22 − (1 + δ|Ω|+1)‖(µ2u − w)‖22
(b)
=(1 − δ|Ω|+1)(1 + µ2)‖x[Ω \ S ]‖22 − (1 + δ|Ω|+1)µ2(1 + µ2)‖x[Ω \ S ]‖22
=(1 + µ2)‖x[Ω \ S ]‖22
(
(1 − δ|Ω|+1) − (1 + δ|Ω|+1)µ2
)
=(1 + µ2)‖x[Ω \ S ]‖22
(
(1 − µ2) − δ|Ω|+1(1 + µ2)
)
=(1 − µ4)‖x[Ω \ S ]‖22
(
1 − 1 + µ
2
1 − µ2 δ|Ω|+1
)
(c)
=(1 − µ4)‖x[Ω \ S ]‖22
(
1 −
√
ν + 1δ|Ω|+1
)
, (4.13)
where (a) follows from Lemma 3 and (4.8), (b) is from (4.10) and (4.11), and (c) follows from the
second equality in (4.4).
By (4.12), (4.13) and the fact that 1 − µ4 > 0, we have
‖Bu‖22 −
√
ν‖x[Ω \ S ]‖2‖A⊤[ j]q[S ]‖2 ≥ ‖x[Ω \ S ]‖22
(
1 −
√
ν + 1δ|Ω|+1
)
.
By (4.9), (4.2) holds, and this completes the proof. 
4.2. Proof of Theorem 1
Proof. We first prove the first part of the results in Theorem 1. The proof consists of two steps.
In the first step, we show that the BOMP algorithm selects correct indexes in all iterations. In the
second step, we prove that it performs exactly |Ω| iterations.
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We prove the first step by induction. Suppose that the BOMP algorithm selects correct indexes
in the first k iterations, i.e., S k ⊆ Ω for 0 ≤ k ≤ |Ω| − 1. Then, we need to show that the BOMP
algorithm selects a correct index in the (k + 1)-th iteration, i.e., by Algorithm 1, we show that
sk+1 ∈ Ω. Note that the proof for the first selection is contained in the case that k = 0 because the
induction assumption S k ⊆ Ω holds in this case (not that S 0 = ∅).
By Algorithm 1, it is easy to see that
‖A⊤[S k]rk]‖2 = 0.
Thus, by line 2 of Algorithm 1, to show sk+1 ∈ Ω, it suffices to show
‖A⊤[Ω \ S k]rk]‖2,∞ > ‖A⊤[Ωc]rk]‖2,∞. (4.14)
By line 4 of Algorithm 1, we have
xˆ[S k] = (A
⊤[S k]A[S k])
−1 A⊤[S k]y. (4.15)
Then, by line 5 of Algorithm 1 and (4.15), we have
rk =y − A[S k]xˆ[S k]
=
(
I − A[S k](A⊤[S k]A[S k])−1 A⊤[S k]
)
y
(a)
=P⊥[S k](Ax + v)
(b)
=P⊥[S k](A[Ω]x[Ω] + v)
(c)
=P⊥[S k](A[S k]x[S k] + A[Ω \ S k]x[Ω \ S k] + v)
(d)
=P⊥[S k]A[Ω \ S k]x[Ω \ S k] + P⊥[S k]v, (4.16)
where (a) is from the definition of P⊥[S k], (b) is from the definition of Ω, (c) follows from the
induction assumption that S k ⊆ Ω and (d) is from P⊥[S k]A[S k] = 0.
Thus, by (4.16), we obtain
‖A⊤[Ω \ S k]rk]‖2,∞ ≥ ‖A⊤[Ω \ S k]P⊥[S k]A[Ω \ S k]x[Ω \ S k]‖2,∞ − ‖A⊤[Ω \ S k]P⊥[S k]v‖2,∞,
(4.17)
for the left-hand side of (4.14), and for the right-hand side of (4.14), we have
‖A⊤[Ωc]rk]‖2,∞ ≤ ‖A⊤[Ωc]P⊥[S k]A[Ω \ S k]x[Ω \ S k]‖2,∞ + ‖A⊤[Ωc]P⊥[S k]v‖2,∞. (4.18)
Therefore, by (4.17) and (4.18), in order to show (4.14), we show
‖A⊤[Ω \ S k]P⊥[S k]A[Ω \ S k]x[Ω \ S k]‖2,∞ − ‖A⊤[Ωc]P⊥[S k]A[Ω \ S k]x[Ω \ S k]‖2,∞
>‖A⊤[Ω \ S k]P⊥[S k]v‖2,∞ + ‖A⊤[Ωc]P⊥[S k]v‖2,∞. (4.19)
By the induction assumption, S k ⊆ Ω, thus
‖x[Ω \ S k]‖2 ≥
√
|Ω| − k min
i∈Ω\S k
‖x[i]‖2 ≥
√
|Ω| − kmin
i∈Ω
‖x[i]‖2 ≥
√
f (|Ω| − k)min
i∈Ω
‖x[i]‖2, (4.20)
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where the last inequality follows from the fact that f (t) ≤ t for t > 0.
In the following, we shall give a lower bound on the left-hand side of (4.19) and an upper
bound on the right-hand side of (4.19), respectively. Since S k ⊆ Ω and |S k| = k, by Lemma 4 and
(3.4), we have
‖A⊤[Ω \ S k]P⊥[S k]A[Ω \ S k]x[Ω \ S k]‖∞ − ‖A⊤[Ωc]P⊥[S k]A[Ω \ S k]x[Ω \ S k]‖∞
≥(1 −
√
f (|Ω| − k) + 1δ|Ω|+1)‖x[Ω \ S k]‖2√
f (|Ω| − k)
(a)≥ (1 −
√
f (K) + 1δ|Ω|+1)‖x[Ω \ S k]‖2√
f (|Ω| − k)
(b)≥ (1 −
√
f (K) + 1δK+1)‖x[Ω \ S k]‖2√
f (|Ω| − k)
(c)≥ (1 −
√
f (K) + 1δK+1) min
i∈Ω
‖x[i]‖2, (4.21)
where (a) is because k ≥ 1, x is block K-sparse (i.e., |Ω| ≤ K) and f (t) is nondecreasing, (b)
follows from Lemma 1, and (c) follows from (3.5) and (4.20).
To give an upper bound on the right-hand side of (4.19), we notice that there exist i0 ∈ Ω \ S k
and j0 ∈ Ωc such that
‖A⊤[Ω \ S k]P⊥[S k]v‖2,∞ = ‖A⊤[i0]P⊥[S k]v‖2,
‖A⊤[Ωc]P⊥[S k]v‖2,∞ = ‖A⊤[ j0]P⊥[S k]v‖2.
Therefore, we have
‖A⊤[Ω \ S k]P⊥[S k]v‖2,∞ + ‖A⊤[Ωc]P⊥[S k]v‖2,∞
=‖A⊤[i0]P⊥[S k]v‖2 + ‖A⊤[ j0]P⊥[S k]v‖2
=‖A⊤[i0 ∪ j0]P⊥[S k]v‖2,1
(a)≤
√
2‖A⊤[i0 ∪ j0]P⊥[S k]v‖2
(b)≤
√
2(1 + δK+1)‖P⊥[S k]v‖2
(c)≤
√
2(1 + δK+1)ǫ, (4.22)
where (a) is from (2.1) and the fact that A⊤[i0 ∪ j0]P⊥[S k]v is a 2 × 1 block vector, (b) follows
from Lemma 2 and (c) is because
‖P⊥[S k]v‖2 ≤ ‖P⊥[S k]‖2‖v‖2 ≤ ‖v‖2 ≤ ǫ. (4.23)
From (4.21) and (4.22), we can see that (4.19) (or equivalently (4.14)) is guaranteed by
(1 −
√
f (K) + 1δK+1) min
i∈Ω
‖x[i]‖2 >
√
2(1 + δK+1)ǫ,
i.e., by (3.5),
min
i∈Ω
‖x[i]‖2 >
√
2(1 + δK+1)ǫ
1 −
√
f (K) + 1δK+1
.
Thus, if (3.6) holds, then the BOMP algorithm selects a correct index in the kth iteration.
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Next we need to show that the BOMP algorithm performs exactly |Ω| iterations, which is
equivalent to show that ‖rk‖2 > ǫ for 1 ≤ k < |Ω| and ‖r|Ω|‖2 ≤ ǫ. Since the BOMP algorithm
selects a correct index in each iteration under (3.6), by (4.16), for 1 ≤ k < |Ω|, we have
‖rk‖2 = ‖P⊥[S k]A[Ω \ S k]x[Ω \ S k] + P⊥[S k]v‖2
≥ ‖P⊥[S k]A[Ω \ S k]x[Ω \ S k]‖2 − ‖P⊥[S k]v‖2
(a)≥ ‖P⊥[S k]A[Ω \ S k]x[Ω \ S k]‖2 − ǫ
(b)≥
√
1 − δ|Ω|‖x[Ω \ S k]‖2 − ǫ
(c)≥
√
1 − δK+1min
i∈Ω
‖x[i]‖2 − ǫ, (4.24)
where (a), (b) and (c) are respectively from (4.23), Lemma 3, and Lemma 1. Therefore, if
min
i∈Ω
‖x[i]‖2 > 2ǫ√
1 − δK+1
, (4.25)
then ‖rk‖2 > ǫ for 1 ≤ k < Ω.
By a simple calculation, we can show that
2ǫ
1 − √ f (K) + 1δK+1 ≥
2ǫ√
1 − δK+1
. (4.26)
Indeed, we have
1 −
√
f (K) + 1δK+1 ≤ 1 − δK+1 ≤
√
1 − δK+1.
Thus, (4.26) follows. Therefore, by (4.25) and (4.26), if (3.6) holds, then ‖rk‖2 > ǫ for 1 ≤ k < Ω,
i.e., the BOMP algorithm does not terminate before the |Ω|-th iteration.
Similarly, by (4.16), we have
‖r|Ω|‖2 = ‖P⊥S |Ω| AΩ\S |Ω| xΩ\S |Ω| + P⊥[S |Ω|]v‖2
(a)
= ‖P⊥S |Ω|v‖2
(b)≤ ǫ,
where (a) is because S |Ω| = |Ω| and (b) follows from (4.23). So, by the stopping condition, the
BOMP algorithm terminates after performing the |Ω|-th iteration in total. That is, the BOMP
algorithm performs |Ω| iterations.
Next let us prove the second part, i.e. (3.7) of Theorem 1. Since the support of the block
K-sparse signal x can be exactly recovered by the BOMP algorithm, we get
xˆ = (A⊤[Ω]A[Ω])−1 A⊤[Ω]y = (A⊤[Ω]A[Ω])−1 A⊤[Ω](Ax + v) = x + P[Ω]v.
Thus, we have
‖x − xˆ‖2 = ‖P[Ω]v‖2 ≤ ‖v‖2 ≤ ǫ.
This completes the proof. 
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4.3. Proof of Theorem 2
Proof. For any given positive integers d,K ≥ 1, let matrix function
B(d) =

K
K+1
IdK
E(dK)×d
K+1
E⊤
(dK)×d
K+1
K+2
K+1
Id
 ,
where
E(dK)×d = (Id, . . . , Id)
⊤ ∈ R(dK)×d (4.27)
with Id being the d × d identity matrix.
Let
s = δ − 1√
K + 1
, C(d) = B(d) − sId(K+1) (4.28)
and
x(d) = (1⊤d , . . . , 1
⊤
d , 0
⊤
d ) ∈ Rd(K+1), (4.29)
where 1d ∈ Rd with all of its entries being 1. Then x(d) is a block K-sparse signal.
In the following, we plan to show that C(d) is symmetric positive definite. Then there exists
an upper triangular matrix A(d) such that A⊤(d)A(d) = C(d). We will continue to show that A(d)
satisfies the block-RIP of order K + 1 with δK+1 = δ, and the BOMP algorithm may fail to recover
the block K-sparse signal x(d) from y(d) = A(d)x(d) in K iterations.
By some tedious calculations, it is not hard to show that the eigenvalues {λi}K+1i=1 of B(1) are
λ1 = . . . = λK−1 =
K
K + 1
, λK = 1 −
1√
K + 1
, λK+1 = 1 +
1√
K + 1
.
To show C(d) is positive definite, we claim that for each x ∈ R(d+1)K ,
(
1 − 1√
K + 1
)
‖x‖22 ≤ x⊤B(d)x ≤
(
1 +
1√
K + 1
)
‖x‖22. (4.30)
Let u, v ∈ RK+1 with ui = vi = ‖x[i]‖2 for 1 ≤ i ≤ K and uK+1 = −vK+1 = ‖x[K + 1]‖2. Then
x⊤B(d)x
(a)
=
K
K + 1
K∑
i=1
x⊤[i]x[i] +
K + 2
K + 1
x⊤[K + 1]x[K + 1] +
2
K + 1
K∑
i=1
(x⊤[i]x[K + 1])
(b)≤ K
K + 1
K∑
i=1
‖x⊤[i]‖2 + K + 2
K + 1
‖x⊤[K + 1]‖22 +
2
K + 1
K∑
i=1
(‖x⊤[i]‖2‖x[K + 1]‖2)
=
K
K + 1
K∑
i=1
u2i +
K + 2
K + 1
u2K+1 +
2
K + 1
K∑
i=1
(uiuK+1)
=u⊤B(1)u ≤
(
1 +
1√
K + 1
)
‖u‖22 =
(
1 +
1√
K + 1
)
‖x‖22,
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where (a) and (b) respectively follow from (4.27) and the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality. Similarly,
x⊤B(d)x ≥ K
K + 1
K∑
i=1
‖x⊤[i]‖2 + K + 2
K + 1
‖x⊤[K + 1]‖22 −
2
K + 1
K∑
i=1
(‖x⊤[i]‖2‖x[K + 1]‖2)
=
K
K + 1
K∑
i=1
v2i +
K + 2
K + 1
v2K+1 +
2
K + 1
K∑
i=1
(vivK+1)
=v⊤B(1)v ≥
(
1 − 1√
K + 1
)
‖v‖22 =
(
1 − 1√
K + 1
)
‖x‖22.
Thus, (4.30) follows. By (4.28) and (4.30), we have
(1 − δ)‖x‖22 ≤ x⊤C(d)x ≤
[
1 +
(
2√
K + 1
− δ
)]
‖x‖22.
By (3.9), we can see that C(d) is a symmetric positive definite matrix. Therefore, there exists
an upper triangular matrix A(d) such that A⊤(d)A(d) = C(d). Furthermore, A(d) satisfies the
block-RIP of order K + 1 with δK+1 ≤ δ.
Next we need to show that A(d) satisfies the block-RIP of order K + 1 with δK+1 ≥ δ, leading
to δK+1 = δ. By (4.30), it suffices to show there exists a x ∈ R(d+1)K such that
x⊤B(d)x =
(
1 − 1√
K + 1
)
‖x‖22.
Indeed, in this case, we will have
‖A(d)x‖22 = x⊤C(d)x = x⊤(B(d) − sI(d))x = (1 −
1√
K + 1
− s)‖x‖22 = (1 − δ)‖x‖22.
Let u¯ ∈ RK+1 be the eigenvector of B(1) corresponding to the eigenvalue 1 − 1√
K+1
. Then
u¯⊤B(1)u¯ =
(
1 − 1√
K + 1
)
‖u¯‖22.
Let x ∈ Rd(K+1) satisfying x[i] = u¯ie1 (here e1 ∈ Rd is the first column of the d × d identity matrix)
for 1 ≤ i ≤ K + 1. Then
x⊤B(d)x =
(
1 − 1√
K + 1
)
‖u¯‖22 =
(
1 − 1√
K + 1
)
‖x‖22.
Thus, A(d) satisfies the block-RIP of order K + 1 with δK+1 = δ.
Finally, we show that BOMP may fail to recover the block K-sparse signal x(d) given in (4.29)
from y(d) = A(d)x(d) in K iterations. By the fact that A⊤(d)A(d) = C(d) and (4.29), we have
max
j∈Ωc
‖ (A(d)[ j])⊤ y‖2 =‖ (A(d)[K + 1])⊤ y‖2 = ‖ (A(d)[K + 1])⊤ A(d)x(d)‖2
=‖(0dK×d, Id)⊤C(d)x(d)‖2 =
K
√
d
K + 1
.
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Similarly, for 1 ≤ i ≤ K, we have
‖ (A(d)[i])⊤ y‖2 =‖ (A(d)[i])⊤ A(d)x(d)‖2 = ‖(0(i−1)K×d, Id, 0(K+1−i)K×d)⊤A⊤(d)A(d)x(d)‖2
=(
K
K + 1
− s)
√
d.
Since s ≥ 0, it follows that
max
i∈Ω
‖ (A(d)[i])⊤ y‖2 ≤ max
j∈Ωc
‖ (A(d)[ j])⊤ y‖2.
Therefore, the BOMP algorithm may fail in the first iteration. As a result, the BOMP algorithm
may fail to recover the block K-sparse signal x(d) in K iterations. 
4.4. Proof of Lemma 5
By (3.10), we have
gi(t) =
t + 1
t − 1
(
1 − 2
ti + 1
)
.
Since t > 1, it is easy to see that (3.11) holds.
In the following, let us show that gi(t) is strictly decreasing with t for i ≥ 2. By (3.10) and a
simple calculation, we have
gi(t) = 1 + 2φ(t) with φ(t) =
(ti − t)
ti+1 − ti + t − 1 .
Thus, we only need to show φ(t) is strictly decreasing with t for i ≥ 2. By direct calculation, we
have
φ′(t) =
φ(t)
(ti+1 − ti + t − 1)2 ,
where
φ(t) = (1 + iti+1) − (t2i + iti−1).
Thus, we only need to show φ(t) < 0 for t > 1 and i ≥ 2. An elementary calculation yields
φ
′
(t) = i(i + 1)ti − (2it2i−1 + i(i − 1)ti−2) = ti−2i[(i + 1)t2 − (2ti+1 + i − 1)] < 0
for t > 1. Thus, φ(t) < φ(1) = 0. Therefore, gi(t) is decreasing with t for i ≥ 2. By some simple
calculations, one can show that
lim
t→1
gi(t) = i, lim
t→+∞
gi(t) = 1.
Thus, 1 < gi(t) < i for i ≥ 2. 
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4.5. Proof of Theorem 3
Before proving Theorem 3, we need to introduce the following lemma which is a variant of
[20, Lemma 1].
Lemma 7. Let α > 1 and β ≥ γ ≥ 1 be given constants and let
gi(t1, . . . , ti, β, γ) =
(
∑i−1
j=1 t j + βti)
2
∑i−1
j=1 t
2
j
+ γt2
i
, 1 ≤ i ≤ K, (4.31)
where
t1 ≥ αt2 ≥ . . . ≥ αK−1tK > 0,
0∑
j=1
· = 0. (4.32)
Then, for 1 ≤ i ≤ K, gi is increasing with ti, and
gi(t1, . . . , ti, 1, 1) ≤ gi(α), (4.33)
where function gi is defined in (3.10).
Proof. We first show that gi is increasing with ti. By (4.31), we have
∂gi
∂ti
=2(
i−1∑
j=1
t j + βti)
β(
∑i−1
j=1 t
2
j
+ γt2
i
) − (∑i−1j=1 t j + βti)γti
(
∑i−1
j=1 t
2
j
+ γt2
i
)2
.
By (4.32), and the facts that α > 1 and β ≥ γ > 1, it is easy to see that ∂gi
∂ti
> 0, so gi is increasing
with ti.
By (3.11), (4.33) holds with i = 1. For 2 ≤ i ≤ K, we have
gi(t1, . . . , ti, 1, 1) ≤gi(t1, . . . , ti−1, α−1ti−1, 1, 1) = gi−1(t1, . . . , ti−1, (1 + α−1), (1 + α−2))
≤ . . . ≤ g1(t1, (
i∑
j=1
α1− j), (
i∑
j=1
α2−2 j)) = gi(α).
Thus, (4.33) hold for 1 ≤ i ≤ K. 
Proof of Theorem 3. If s−2−1 ≥ K, then s ≤ 1√
1+K
. By (3.15), δK+1 <
1√
1+K
. Thus, by Corollary
1, Theorem 3 holds.
Next we consider the case that s−2 − 1 < K. By (3.12), we have
gK(g
−1
K (s
−2 − 1)) = s−2 − 1.
Let f (t) = min{s−2 − 1, t}. By Theorem 1, it suffices to show (3.4) holds under (3.15) and (3.14).
By Definition 1, if x is a block α-strongly-decaying K-sparse signal, so is x[Ω \ S ] for any
subset S of Ω. By (4.31),
‖x[Ω \ S ]‖2
2,1
‖x[Ω \ S ]‖2
2
=g|Ω\S |
(‖(x[Ω \ S ])[1]∥∥∥
2
, . . . ,
∥∥∥(x[Ω \ S ])[|Ω \ S |]∥∥∥
2
, 1, 1
)
(a)≤g|Ω\S |(α)
(b)
< g|Ω\S |(g
−1
K (s
−2 − 1)) (c)< gK(g−1K (s−2 − 1)) = s−2 − 1,
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where (a) follows from (4.33) and Definition 1, (b) is from (3.14) and Lemma 5, and (c) follows
from (3.11).
By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, obviously,
‖x[Ω \ S ]‖22,1 ≤ |Ω \ S |‖x[Ω \ S ]‖22.
Thus, the above two inequalities imply that (3.4) holds with f (t) = min{s−2 − 1, t}. Therefore,
Theorem 3 follows from Theorem 1. 
4.6. Proof of Theorem 4
Proof. For any given positive integers d,K ≥ 1, δ satisfies (3.17), and α > 1, let
B(d) =

1+
√
2−2δ
2
Id
1
2
Id 0d×d(K−1)
1
2
Id
3+
√
2−2δ
2
Id 0d×d(K−1)
0d(K−1)×d 0d(K−1)×d
1+
√
2−2δ
2
Id(K−1)

and
x(d) = (a11d; 0d; a21d; . . . ; aK1d)
⊤ ∈ Rd(K+1),
where all the entries of 1d ∈ Rd are 1, and
a1 ≥ αa2 ≥ . . . ≥ αK−1aK .
Thus, x(d) is a block α-strongly-decaying K-sparse signal.
Following the proof of Theorem 2, one can easily show that B(d) is symmetric positive definite.
Thus, there exists an upper triangular matrix A(d) such that A⊤(d)A(d) = B(d). Moreover, one
can similarly show that A(d) satisfies the block-RIP of order K + 1 with δK+1 = δ.
In the following, we show that BOMP may fail to recover the block K-sparse signal x(d) from
y(d) = A(d)x(d) in K iterations. By the fact that A⊤(d)A(d) = B(d), we have
max
j∈Ωc
‖A⊤(d)[ j]y‖2 = ‖A⊤(d)[2]y‖2 = ‖(0d×d, Id, 0d(K−1)×d)A⊤(d)A(d)x(d)‖2 =
1
2
a1
√
d.
Similarly, for i ∈ Ω, we have
‖A⊤(d)[i]y‖2 = ‖A⊤(d)[i]A(d)x(d)‖2 = 1 +
√
2 − 2δ
2
ai
√
d.
Thus, by (3.17), it holds that
max
i∈Ω
‖A⊤(d)[i]y‖2 = ‖A⊤(d)[1]y‖2 ≤ max
j∈Ωc
‖A⊤(d)[ j]y‖2.
Therefore, BOMP may fail in the first iteration. As a result, the BOMP algorithm may fail to
recover the block α-strongly-decaying K-sparse signal x(d) in K iterations. 
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4.7. Proof of Theorem 5
Before proving Theorem 5, we need to introduce the following lemma.
Lemma 8. Let β ≥ 1 be a given constant and let
hi(t1, . . . , ti, β) =
(
∑i−1
j=1 t j + βti)
2
∑i−1
j=1 t
2
j
+ βt2
i
, 1 ≤ i ≤ K, (4.34)
where
t1 ≥ α1t2 ≥ . . . ≥ αK−1tK > 0,
0∑
j=1
· = 0 (4.35)
for given α1, . . . , αK−1 ≥ 1. Then, hi is increasing with ti. Moreover, for 2 ≤ i ≤ K,
hi(t1, . . . , ti, 1) = hˆi−1(t1/t2) ≤ hˆi−1(α1), (4.36)
where hˆi−1 is defined in (3.18).
Proof. By (4.31) and (4.34), we have
hi(t1, . . . , ti, β) = gi(t1, . . . , ti, β, β).
By Lemma 7, hi is increasing with ti. Next we prove (4.36).
Since hi is increasing with ti, by (4.35) and the fact that αi ≥ 1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ K − 1, we have
hi(t1, . . . , ti, 1) ≤hi(t1, . . . , ti−1, ti−1, 1) = hi−1(t1, . . . , ti−1, 2)
≤ . . . ≤ h2(t1, t2, i − 1) = hˆi−1(t1/t2) ≤ hˆi−1(α1),
where the last inequality follows from Lemma 6. 
Proof of Theorem 5. We prove it by induction. We first show that the BOMP algorithm chooses
an index in Ω in the first iteration.
If s−2 − 1 ≥ K, then s ≤ 1√
1+K
. By (3.21), δK+1 <
1√
1+K
. Thus, by Corollary 1, the BOMP
algorithm chooses an index in Ω in the first iteration.
If s−2 − 1 < K, we let α1 = ‖x[1]‖2/‖x[2]‖2 and f (t) = min{s−2 − 1, t}. Thus, by Theorem 3,
to show the BOMP algorithm chooses an index in Ω in the first iteration, it suffices to show (3.4)
holds with S = ∅ under (3.20), which is equivalent to show
‖x‖2
2,1
‖x‖2
2
≤ s−2 − 1.
By Lemma 8 with α2 = . . . = αK−1 = 1, Lemma 6, and (3.18)-(3.21), we have
‖x‖22,1
‖x‖2
2
= hK
(‖x[1]‖2, . . . , ‖x[K]‖2, 1) ≤ hˆK−1(α1) ≤ hˆK−1(hK−1(s−2 − 1)) = s−2 − 1.
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Let us assume that the BOMP algorithm chooses an index in Ω in the first k iterations. Then,
we show the BOMP chooses an index in Ω in the (k + 1)-th iteration (1 ≤ k ≤ i − 1).
Suppose S is the set of all the indexes chosen by the BOMP algorithm in the first k iterations.
By Theorem 1, it suffices to show (3.4) holds under (3.20), which is equivalent to show
‖x[Ω \ S ]‖2
2,1
‖x[Ω \ S ]‖2
2
≤ f (|Ω \ S |) = min{s−2 − 1, |Ω \ S |}. (4.37)
By the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality and (2.1), we have
‖x[Ω \ S ]‖22,1 ≤ (|Ω \ S |)‖x[Ω \ S ]‖22.
Thus, if s−2 − 1 ≥ K − |S | ≥ |Ω \ S |, then (4.37) holds. Hence, we can use Theorem 1.
It remains to consider the case s−2 − 1 < K − |S |. Let us prove
‖x[Ω \ S ]‖22,1
‖x[Ω \ S ]‖2
2
≤ s−2 − 1.
To this end, let
α1 = min
1≤ j≤k+1
‖x[ j]‖2
‖x[ j + 1]‖2
.
Then, we have
‖(x[Ω \ S ])[1]‖2 ≥ α1‖(x[Ω \ S ])[2]‖2. (4.38)
And by (3.19)-(3.21), we have
α1 ≥ hK−1(s−2 − 1) ≥ hK−(k+1)(s−2 − 1).
By Lemma 8 with α2 = . . . = αK−1 = 1, Lemma 6, and (3.18)-(3.21), we have
‖x[Ω \ S ]‖2
2,1
‖x[Ω \ S ]‖2
2
=hK−k
(‖(x[Ω \ S ])[1]‖2, . . . , ‖(x[Ω \ S ])[K − k]‖2, 1)
≤hˆK−(k+1)(α1) ≤ hˆK−(k+1)(hK−(k+1)(s−2 − 1)) = s−2 − 1.
Thus, with (4.38), we have (4.37) and hence, we can apply Theorem 1. These complete the proof.

5. Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we studied block-RIC based sufficient and necessary conditions for exact and
stable recovery of block K-sparse signals x from the measurements y = Ax + v by the BOMP
algorithm in K iterations, where v is an ℓ2-bounded noise vector. First, we showed that δK+1 <
1/
√
K + 1 is a sharp sufficient condition. Second, under δK+1 <
√
2/2, we presented a class of
block K-sparse signals which can be recovered exactly or stably by using the BOMP algorithm
in K iterations. That is, we showed that under some conditions on α, the BOMP algorithm can
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exactly or stably recover any block α-strongly-decaying K-sparse signal in K iterations when
δK+1 <
√
2/2. Moreover, we proved that the condition on α is sharp. Finally, we showed that
δK+1 <
√
2/2 is a sufficient condition for partial recovery of block K-sparse signals x by the
BOMP algorithm under certain condition on the signals x. The condition on the blocks of block
K-sparse signals x is also shown to be sharp for partial recovery.
In the following, we point out some research problems that will be investigated in the future
1. It is possible to use more than K iterations of OMP to recover a sparse signal as discussed in
[66, 42, 43, 15, 57] or choose more than one indexes per iteration (see [39, 41, 55]). It can
be expected that less restrictive sufficient conditions can be obtained, and we will investigate
it in the future.
2. We are interested in extending our current work to this setting of study. For example, besides
α-strongly-decaying sparse signals, what other signals can be recovered exactly or stably by
using the BOMP in K iterations?
3. We assume that all the blocks have identical size of d in this paper. As a future work, we
will extend our work to the case with non-uniform block sizes. Moreover, we are interested
in investigating sufficient conditions of recovering α-strongly-decaying sparse signals by
solving the ℓ1 -minimization problem (see (1.3)).
4. An extension of the BOMP algorithm called as model-aware orthogonal matching pursuit
(MA-OMP) has recently been proposed in [58] to recover the coherent MIMO radar imag-
ing. Exact recovery of block K-sparse signals with structure by MA-OMP has been inves-
tigated in [62]. Whether the techniques developed in this paper can be used to develop a
sharp condition for MA-OMP will be studied in the future.
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